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prep cooler to right of cook line41 quat sani dispenser, spray bottle (ppm) 200

Savannah Moye

Aubrie Welch

05/13/20222519 - Welch, Aubrie

(336) 703-3131

X

mashed potatoes steam table 164 ServSafe Savannah Moye 11/29/23 0

lima beans steam table 179

grits steam table 177

chicken salad lg. prep cooler (base) 39

cooked sausage lg. prep cooler (top) 40

ham walk-in cooler 44

slaw walk-in cooler 44

raw beef walk-in cooler 45

sweet potato hot box 204

mashed potatoes hot box 163

pancake batter small work top cooler 36

rice FINAL COOK 200

potato salad 1 door cooler 39

strawberry 2 dr. dessert cooler 39

dressing 1 dr. salad cooler 37

feta small prep/dressing cooler 39

chicken breast FINAL COOK 176

hot water 3 comp sink 140

final rinse dish machine 175

georgios_78@att.net

georgios_78@icloud.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  PETES FAMILY RESTAURANT Establishment ID:  3034010915

Date:  05/12/2022  Time In:  10:00 AM  Time Out:  1:10 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

16 4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (P) REPEAT Food debris present on
slicer blade, gray plastic cover for meat tenderizer, unused plates on shelf over microwave, vegetable peeler, several containers.
2 old date stickers present on plastic container holding liver mush - stickers should be completely removed during the washing
process, and containers holding food cannot be reused prior to cleaning. Food contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch.
CDI - items taken to dish area for re-cleaning.
4-602.11 Equipment Food-Contact Surfaces and Utensils - Frequency REPEAT Buildup on left side of shield in ice machine.
Equipment food contact surfaces and utensils shall be cleaned in equipment such as ice bins at a frequency specified by the
manufacturer, or absent manufacturer's specifications, at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil or mold.

19 3-403.11 Reheating for Hot Holding (P) Meat sauce in steam table was reheated from yesterday; employee stated it was
reheated to 140F beginning at approx 8:30. Meat sauce was placed back on stove at approx. 10:15 but had not reached
appropriate reheating temperature of 165F by 10:30 (2 hours). Time/temperature control for safety (TCS) food that is cooked,
cooled, and reheated for hot holding shall be reheated so that all parts of the food reach a temperature of at least 165F for 15
seconds, in no more than 2 hours. CDI - meat sauce discarded.

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) All foods temped in walk-in
cooler such as diced ham, raw beef, slaw prepped yesterday were 44-45F. Time/temperature control for safety (TCS) foods held
cold shall be maintained at 41For below. VERIFICATION REQUIRED for temp in walk-in cooler by tomorrow, Friday May 13.
Note: ready to eat TCS foods in walk-in had date stickers changed to reflect a max. hold time of 4 days, repairman called.

23 3-501.17 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Date Marking (Pf) Lasagna in prep cooler, cooked sausage
in top of large prep cooler, mixed vegetables and mushrooms in 1-door cooler were not date marked. Ready to eat,
time/temperature control for safety (TCS) foods prepared/opened and held in an establishment >24 hours must be date marked.
When cooked sausage, vegetables, etc are removed from freezer, they must be dated with thaw date. CDI - foods dated
appropriately.

24 3-501.19 Time as a Public Health Control (P) It is the intent of the establishment to hold shell eggs and hashbrowns on time, but
times were not marked today. If time without temperature control is used as the public health control up to a maximum of 4
hours, the food shall be marked or otherwise identified to indicate the time that is 4 hours past the point in time when the food is
removed from temperature control. CDI - times written on marker board.

28 7-202.12 Conditions of Use (P) Country Vet fly spray is indicated for use in farms, dairies, and kennels. Poisonous or toxic
materials shall be used according to manufacturer's use directions included in labeling, and, for a pesticide, manufacturer's label
instructions that state that use is allowed in a food establishment. CDI - discarded.

40 2-402.11 Effectiveness - Hair Restraints (C) Several employees working in dish area without hair restraints. Food employees
shall wear hair restraints such as hats, hair coverings or nets, that are designed and worn to effectively keep their hair from
contacting exposed food; clean equipment, utensils, and linens; and unwrapped single-service and single-use articles.
2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C) Employee cooking while wearing a watch and bracelets. Except for a plain ring such as a
wedding band, while preparing food, food employees may not wear jewelry on their arms and hands. CDI - removed.

45 4-903.11 (A) and (C) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles - Storing (C) Styrofoam cups over-
stacked in dispenser with mouth-contact portions exposed. Single-service and single-use articles shall be stored in a clean, dry
location where they are not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination and shall be kept in the original protective package
or stored by using other means that afford protection from contamination until used.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) Back hand sink needs cold water pedal repaired. Some door
gaskets are tearing. Repair holder of pre-spray hose to remove hair ties/rubber bands. Equipment shall be maintained in good
repair. Note: pedal for hand sink ordered during inspection, with arrival scheduled for 5/20-5/25.
4-202.11 Food-Contact Surfaces - Cleanability (Pf) Metal pusher piece on slicer is damaged and needs replacement, blades of
buffalo chopper are beginning to chip and will need to be replaced, knife with chipped blade, melted plastic container with rough
interior. Remove duct tape from powdered sugar shaker. Multiuse food contact surfaces shall be smooth; free of breaks, open
seams, cracks, chips, inclusions, pits, and similar imperfections. CDI - knife and container discarded, discussion about buffalo
chopper blades, duct tape removed from sugar shaker (used as label), slicer piece ordered during inspection.

Additional Comments
Storage building - check with building inspections for additional requirements - building must have 10 foot candles of light, cleanable
floors, cleanable ceilings, and walls must have coved base.


